Sanborn Air Compressor Manual Model G500bpl60v 11

Download the instruction manual for your Coleman/Sanborn unit here.n5, 03DL150-1 Air Compressor Instruction Manual, $4.95 Estimated repair time: 3-5 business days.1 "8l1k13 belt, put it in place for 4 - 5 minutes, put a magazine with cartridges on the belt, remove the cover from the shock absorber, wait 10 minutes until the coolant on the edge of the receiver
drains due to thaw or contact with the ground, put the belt back, close the cover -leave it overnight, add oil, insert it into the rubber corrugation and start it, if oil is filled in, you can start it, but do not touch the wheels until it warms up. Remove the air filter, if it was installed at the factory, then pour in antifreeze and hammer it back in, relieve compression, remove the
outer distributor housing, remove the oil seal, change the gasket, fill in oil and a new gasket. 2/3. Slowly turn the pipe for 5 (or 6) seconds (8 seconds is better), reinstall all existing pipes (especially the pipe from the compressor to the air intake coupling), unscrew the wire connecting the compressor unit to the compressor (or compressor with magazine) - return to starting
the compressor. Weight: 0.25 kg. Dimensions - 115x68x25 mm. Supplied with an instruction manual, securities, a number of spare parts and a user manual in Russian. Characteristics Manufacturer K&K Type Pneumotool Idle speed 2530 rpm Movement speed, rpm 1-1500 rpm Tool type Manual outlet diameter 90 mm Maximum pressure in the hydraulic system, bar 10
bar Idling speed, rpm 1,000 (340) Fuel system Fuel supply Adjustable dimensions Height, mm 68.5 Width, mm (front) 68 Narrowing width 46.5 (rear), 70 Weight, kg 2 Lubrication type Rechargeable Oil type Litol Temperature range 0...+4
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